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Dear Friend:

European stocks were the top performing asset class in February.  Pacific stocks are on top year-to-date.  Commodities finally posted a positive month after a streak of
seven negative months in a row.
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U.S. Cash 17.2% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%

U.S. Bonds 58.2% 22.4% 1.2% -1.1%

U.S. Stocks 123.2% 112.4% 2.8% 5.8%

European Stocks 63.2% 49.8% 6.5% 6.1%

Pacific Stocks 57.2% 37.7% 7.6% 5.6%

Emerging Markets Stocks 106.0% 20.0% 4.2% 3.5%

Commodities -24.0% -22.4% -0.8% 2.6%

Risk Level 8 (0/42/22/7/7/7/15) 69.5% 34.7% 2.3% 2.2%

What will be the impact of falling oil prices?  When will interest rates start to move up?  How will geopolitical unrest in the Ukraine and the Middle East affect the
markets?  Questions like these can leave investors in a paralyzed state.  Professional money managers tune out the media.  They keep it simple.  Their days are spent
reading annual reports (particularly the financial statements and the footnotes) and interviewing CEOs in search of good investment opportunities, such as Baidu, the
Chinese equivalent of Google.  Baidu is one of the top holdings in two of the mutual funds on our Buy List.  Baidu has gone from $20 per share in 2008 to over $200 per
share today.  
 
Many of the mutual fund companies represented on our Buy List routinely run one or two day seminars for advisors.  It is always interesting to hear how a successful
investment team organizes themselves.  At a meeting like this we are not interested in a sales pitch.  We’ve already done our homework.  We do not need to be
convinced that the team managing one of our funds is highly skilled.  We know that, but it is still very interesting to hear how they do it.  No two firms are the same.  
We just spent two days in NYC hearing how one team looks for businesses that will benefit from major global trends such as mass affluence, aging populations and
technological innovation.  Or, firms that have struggled but stand to benefit from a massive restructuring.  Just as we put our faith in the teams managing our mutual
funds, these teams put their faith in the CEOs running the businesses in which they invest. 

Baidu has a dominant position in the Chinese internet sector where penetration is relatively low.  The company should continue to benefit from the emergence of an
affluent Chinese middle class.  Like Google, Baidu is continuing to develop technological innovations to drive search and online advertising revenue.
   
Dave & Jim
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